For in His own hand
from Psalm 155

English Paraphrase by: Henry Leck

For in His own hand are all the depths of earth
Denn in seiner Hand ist, was die Erde bringt,
earth brings, all the depths of earth
und die Höhen der
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Mountains are His also they are Berge sind auch sein, sind auch

For in His own hand are all the depths of earth. And the heights of the bringt, was die Erde bringt, und die Höhen der
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And the heights of the mountains are also His,

und die Höhen der Berge sind auch sein.

And the heights of the mountains are also His.

und die Höhen der Berge sind auch sein.
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earth bringt, ist was die Erde bringt, And the heights of the mountains, and the heights of the mountains.

hand are all the depths of earth And the heights of the mountains, and the heights of the mountains.

are all the depths of earth And the heights of the mountains, and the heights of the mountains.

And the heights of the mountains, and the heights of the mountains.
Mountains are also His. Come, let us worship and bow before the

Berge sind auch sein. Kommt, lasst uns an - 

worship and bow before the
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Come, let us all worship and praise the Lord on high.

Herre!

For in His own hand are earth and heaven.

Denn in seiner Hand ist, was die Erde...
Come, let us all worship and praise the Lord on high.

Kommt, lasst uns anbeten und knieen vor dem Herrn.
And bow before the Herrn!

All praise Him!

Lord. For in His own hand are all the depths of Herrn. Denn in seiner Hand ist, was die Erde
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Mountains, the heights of all mountains, the heights of all mountains, the heights of all mountains, the heights of all mountains.

Höhen, die Höhen der Höhen, die Höhen der Höhen, die Höhen der Höhen, die Höhen der Höhen.

Come let us all come let us all come let us all come let us all come let us all.

Kommt lasst uns an - Kommt lasst uns an - Kommt lasst uns an - Kommt lasst uns an - Kommt lasst uns an -
praise be Him, and kneel be fore the ten, und knei en vor dem

Lord, be fore the Lord. Herrn, vor den Herrn.

a tempo cresc.
For in His own hand is what the earth brings forth.

Denn in seiner Hand ist, was die Erde bringt.
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